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USS Mitscher destroyer tests Aegis upgrades with missile firing drill 

 

USS Hopper (DDG 70) tests Standard Missile-3 (SM-3) Block IB off the west coast of Hawaii on May 25, 2016. 
Photo: US Navy 

U.S. Navy’s Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer USS Mitscher (DDG 57) performed a Standard Missile (SM) 
launch off the coast of Virginia to test the latest version of the Aegis Weapon System. USS Mitscher recently 

completed the AEGIS ACB-12 upgrade during and extended dry-dock selected restricted availability where major 

portions of the ship’s combat systems were upgraded. 

The missile shoot is part of Mitscher’s overall test schedule that will flex the entire combat system ensuring total 

combat lethality. The navy said the SM was launched against a representative target which was successfully destroyed. 
“I couldn’t be more proud of the crew coming together as a team after a long yard period. They demonstrated their 

professionalism and performed flawlessly,” Brett Oster, commanding officer USS Mitscher, said. 

Petty Officer 2nd Class Jeffrey Goforth was responsible for verifying the veracity of the firing solution information 
and firing the missile. His role as the missile systems supervisor ensured the missile was aligned to the target. “It’s 

always exciting to fire a missile whether it’s in training or in real life. These types of events are the key to prepare us 
to go into harm’s way and to be able to defend the ship against any threat,” Goforth said. 

Mitscher is the second U.S. Navy warship named in honor of Adm. Marc A. Mitscher. Adm. Mitscher was a famed 
naval aviator who earned distinction as one of the U.S. Navy’s great battle commanders in his 41 years of service to 

his country. Source : Naval Today 

Syria-bound Russian Naval Fleet supposed to refuel in Africa 

After passing through British waters earlier, Russian warships remain in the limelight as the battle group continues its 

journey. This time, Vladimir Putin's naval vessels are due to drop anchor in Northern Africa. The Russian fleet's trip to 

the Middle East has been a major concern for NATO. With the aircraft carrier, Admiral Kuznetsov in tow, it has been 
perceived that the Kremlin is set to reinforce the siege in the Syrian city of Aleppo. Fallout between the West and 

Russia has surfaced following reports of high civilian casualties inside Syria.  

What further irked the US-led Allied Coalition is the approach being taken by Putin's troops. It has been known that 

airstrikes were aimed at the rebel-held eastern part of Aleppo. Based on current developments, there are no 

indications that the Russian-backed Al-Assad regime will refrain from assaulting insurgent positions anytime soon. 



Before heading to Africa, the Russian Navy has been due to refuel in Spain. However, NATO allies have objected 

strongly to such move. In fact, Moscow's intention has drawn flak from no less than Secretary General Jens 
Stoltenberg and former UK Navy Chief Admiral West. The Spanish Foreign Ministry has translated Russia's request as 

under review. Spain gets itself caught in an awkward position considering that allowing the warships to dock is in 
direct contrast to what it did last week. In a conference held in Paris, Madrid has expressed its support to save Syria. 

The Russian armada is supposed to drop anchor at Africa's north coast of Ceuta just across the Spanish Straits of 
Gibraltar. Considering the enclave's unclear standing as NATO ally, around 60 Russian war vessels have stopped in the 

area since 2011. A permission to dock has already been granted by Spain in September. Since inquiries about its 

Syrian intentions have cropped up, Moscow has withdrawn its request in Madrid. UK Defense Secretary Michael Fallon 
comments that it is a concern if a NATO member extends assistance to a Russian fleet that will eventually bomb Syria. 

Source: HNGN 

India, Japan eye deeper defence ties to counter China 
 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will visit Japan next month for an 
annual summit, India said Friday, with the Asian giants expected to 

deepen defence ties to counter an assertive China and ink a civil 
nuclear deal. 

Modi will have an audience with Emperor Akihito and hold talks 

with his Japanese counterpart Shinzo Abe during the two-day visit 
starting on November 11, the foreign ministry said. 

The two men, both right-wing nationalists and economic reformers, 
have forged an unusually close relationship since the Indian leader 

came to power in 2014. 

In a statement India's foreign ministry said the meeting would be 
"an occasion for the two leaders to have in-depth exchanges on 

bilateral, regional and global issues of mutual interest", without 
giving details. Media reports said they may sign a civil nuclear 

cooperation pact after failing to do so at their last meeting, citing 
outstanding technical and legal differences. 

The long-mooted agreement is expected to allow Japan to export its nuclear plant technologies to the subcontinent. 

Japan has in the past shunned civil nuclear cooperation with India, which has not ratified the international Non-
Proliferation Treaty, but appears to have softened its stance. Closer defence and security ties, including joint maritime 

exercises, are also likely to be on the agenda. 

China is expanding its deep-water naval presence and has staked claims to disputed areas of the East and South China 

Sea and Indian Ocean region, parts of which Japan also claims. India has a longstanding territorial dispute with China, 

and troops from the two countries engaged in a major stand-off at the border in 2014. 

Tokyo has its own spat with Beijing over islands in the East China Sea, and is increasingly vocal over its ambitions to 

control almost the whole of the South China Sea. Modi visited Japan in August 2014 on his first bilateral trip outside 
South Asia months after coming to power. Subsequently Abe paid a two-day visit to India last December when both 

premiers agreed on a slew of deals, including India's first bullet train, defence technology and civil nuclear 
cooperation. Source : Space War 

China's New Coast Guard Vessels Are Designed for Rapid Conversion into 
Navy Frigates 

The China Coast Guard (CCG) has for some years been at the apex of concerns for strategists surveying the Asia-
Pacific landscape and especially the complex South China Sea dispute. China’s extensive force of cutters, labelled last 

year by the U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence as the world’s largest coast guard, has been active at various points of 
dispute from the Scarborough Shoals standoff between Beijing and Manila in 2012 to the “Exploration Rig 981” crisis 

between Beijing and Hanoi off the Paracels during spring 2014.  

These ever larger “white hulls” have been interpreted as the “tip of the spear” for Beijing’s new maritime strategy, an 
evolution that is discussed openly in certain Chinese strategic analyses. According to conventional Western 

interpretations, the CCG has developed the requisite tonnage, range, communications and organization to show the 

 



flag, push around fishermen from neighbouring countries, and to employ any and all means to intimidate maritime law 

enforcement (MLE) vessels from other states as well.  

Now, Beijing is set to further sharpen that spear. A new cutter, hull number 46301, will shortly be commissioned into 

the CCG. What makes this particular cutter somewhat remarkable is that it is confirmed to be an MLE version of the 
Type 054 frigate of the PLA Navy. That class of warship has earned high marks with naval analysts as it wields a 

potent array of weapons and sensors. Moreover, it has seemed to prove its reliability as the primary workhorse of the 
PLAN in its now two dozen forays to the Gulf of Aden on counter-piracy patrols.  

What may be disconcerting to U.S. and allied maritime strategists is not just that this vessel likely takes the CCG to a 

new level of capabilities, including with respect to armament. More alarming still is the real possibility that these new 
ships may form a reserve naval force in that these ships are most likely designed to become genuine warships on 

relatively short notice. Indeed, a graphic from the August 2016 Chinese naval magazine, Naval & Merchant Ships that 
illustrates the Type 818 design in considerable detail, asserts in the caption “… in war time, this vessel has the hidden 

capability to be rapidly configured into a frigate.”  

The graphic offers the following characteristics for this class of ship: 134 meters in length, 15 meters at the beam, 
3900 tons, and with a maximum speed of 27 knots. The ship is armed with a 76mm main gun, two heavy 30mm 

machine guns, four high pressure water cannons, and will also wield a Z-9 helicopter. In the same issue of this 
magazine, published by the major Chinese shipbuilding conglomerate China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC), 

builder of the Type 818, there is not coincidentally a very detailed article about U.S. Coast Guard cutters in combat 
during the Second World War.  

That article explains that both USCGC Campbell and also USCGC Spencer were able to sink German U-boats (U-

606 and U-175 respectively) during the pivotal Battle of the Atlantic. Most of the article examines the operations of 10 
American USCG cutters that were 76.2 meters in length and built between 1928 and 1932. These ships were 

transferred to the hard pressed Royal Navy (RN) during 1941-42 and achieved an enviable war record in RN service, 
sinking both U-522 and U-954 – the latter with Germany Navy Commander Karl Donitz’s son aboard.  

The analysis notes that, according to UK naval records, the American cutters were viewed so favourably as to be rated 

as “surpassing each kind of comparable British designed frigate.” These ships are labelled as an “ideal anti-submarine 
escort ship” and the implications for the CCG going forward are obvious. A July 2016 article (and related graphics) 

appearing in the magazine Modern Ships published by the other large shipbuilding conglomerate China Shipbuilding 
Industry Corporation (CSIC), offers some further details and explanation regarding the new class of cutters, including 

that a contract for four Type 818s had been signed back in December 2013.  

This article observes that the main gun and fire control system are identical for Type 818 and Type 054A. The article 

credits Admiral Yin Zhuo (ret.) for developing the idea back in 2010, when he asserted that it was not cost effective to 

send warships with missiles, air defense radars, electronic countermeasures, etc. to battle pirates. Out of this impulse 
to develop more lightly armed ships for constabulary duties apparently evolved the concept of a shared hull design for 

both frigate and cutter.  

But this study notes more than once that since the cutter’s foredeck will have substantial reserve space, therefore, 

during a period of heightened international tensions, “installation of a vertical launch system (VLS) will not be a 

problem.” The electrical system could be upgraded, an air search radar added, and both passive and active sonar 
systems put in place, as well as a towed sonar array system. Likewise, the 30mm guns could be removed and replaced 

with a close in weapons system (CIWS).  

Just over five years ago, I observed in another publication: “one recent line drawing of a fisheries enforcement cutter, 

refit for wartime duty, shows the cutter equipped with an ASW helicopter, ASW torpedoes and towed array sonar.” In 

another piece from that time, I pointed out the “creeping militarization” of Chinese MLE forces. Now, that process 
seems to be nearly complete and the older picture of Chinese cutters that were unarmed and poorly organized appears 

to be a quaint reverie from the past. Indeed, a CCG that can, within a few months, transform into a genuine naval 
fighting force is set to further increase concerns about Chinese maritime strategy.  

After all, in the gruelling world of escort versus submarine, the numbers game matters a great deal and more vessels 
(particularly those that might not quite justify a US torpedo) could help China tip the balance. On the other hand, 

China is hardly the first maritime power to deploy its coast guard as a reserve naval force. Indeed, the US and also 

Japan have led the way in these practices. Instead of confrontational approaches that drive China to further militarize 
maritime disputes, the U.S. and its allies would be wiser to view an enlarged and more global CCG as a potential 

partner in bringing “good order at sea” to all the world’s oceans, including especially in the ever vital domain of search 
and rescue, as well as the now urgent imperative for oceanic environmental protection.  



Lyle J. Goldstein is Associate Professor in the China Maritime Studies Institute (CMSI) at the U.S. Naval War College in 

Newport, Rhode Island. The opinions expressed in this analysis are his own and do not represent the official 
assessments of the U.S. Navy or any other agency of the U.S. Government. Source : The National Interest 

Poland denounces Russian nuclear-capable warships in Baltic 
 

NATO member Poland on Friday denounced as "aggressive and 

irresponsible" Russia's fresh deployment of two warships in the 
Baltic Sea capable of launching long-range nuclear warheads. 

NATO on Wednesday confirmed Russia had sent the two new 
vessels to the area. 

"The deployment of ships that can also carry nuclear weapons is 
an aggressive and irresponsible behaviour, and an inappropriate 

reaction to the decisions that NATO took in July in Warsaw," 

Foreign Minister Witold Waszczykowski told public broadcaster 
Polish Radio. 

NATO leaders endorsed plans in July to rotate troops into the 
three Baltic States and Poland to reassure them they would not be 

left in the lurch if Russia was tempted to repeat its 2014 Ukraine 

intervention. Since then, the Kremlin has stepped up its presence 
in the Baltic Sea area and its jets frequently test the airspace of 

NATO allies such as Estonia. 

"We can confirm that two Russian warships have recently entered the Baltic Sea. NATO navies are monitoring this 

activity near our borders," Dylan White, acting NATO spokesman told AFP on Wednesday. "Russia has the right to 

operate in international waters," he said but added: "At the same time, there is a pattern of increased Russian military 
activity near our borders." 

Earlier this month, Russia deployed nuclear-capable Iskander missiles into its Kaliningrad outpost that borders NATO 
members Poland and Lithuania. Warsaw also reacted angrily to that move while Lithuania added that it could breach a 

key nuclear weapons treaty. Waszczykowski on Friday repeated that NATO's fresh deployments to the region were not 
belligerent. 

"The scale of this military deployment is not one that could make Moscow think it faces a threat from our side," he told 

Polish Radio. Separately, the Pentagon said in March it would deploy an additional armoured brigade of about 4,200 
troops in Eastern Europe from early 2017 on a rotational basis. 

Moscow fiercely opposes Western expansion in what it sees as its Soviet-era backyard and in 1997, NATO formally 
agreed not to install permanent bases in former Warsaw Pact states. The Kremlin also plans to create three new 

divisions in its southwest region and deploy new arms to meet what it described as a dangerous military build-up along 

its western borders. Source : Space War 

Sailor petition forces White House review of Navy's unpopular ratings 
elimination 

A petition to the White House demanding the restoration of Navy rating titles has reached the 100,000 mark, the 
threshold required to get a response, nearly two days before the deadline.  Launched on Sept. 29, petitioners had until 

Oct. 30 to net the signatures. The petition hit the halfway mark — 50,000 within 96 hours of the posting on Oct. 3. It 

took the remainder of the month to get the rest of the required signatures, which crested that mark mid-morning 
today.  

Requests for comment from the Navy's chief of personnel were not immediately returned after the petition reached its 
goal Friday. The online debate of sailors past and present has raged on for most of the month and continues to pop up 

on the Facebook pages of the Navy and their leadership anytime the topic is broached — and often when it is not. The 
words of the petition seemed to sum up most sailors' complaints:  

“For 241 Years Navy personnel have been identified by their Job specialty, known as a 'Rating,' " the petition reads. 

“The oldest rates such as Boatswain Mates, and Gunners Mate predate the founding of this country. Being known by 
your job title was a sense of pride. A sign of accomplishment. The Secretary of the Navy and Chief of Naval Operations 

just senselessly erased this tradition.”  

 



 

Still, the Navy’s leadership, from Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus on down, have not wavered in their resolve to see 
this “ratings modernization” change through. The petition launched within hours of Chief of Naval Operations Adm. 

John Richardson's announcement Sept. 29 eliminating the use of Navy Rating titles, replacing them with alpha-numeric 
codes. The move, Richardson said, will give sailors greater career opportunities in skills, training and job assignments.  

The White House will now conduct a review that typically takes about two months.  Source : The Miami Herald 

I cannot see anything coming of this as change is inevitable although it may be a case of too much to 
fast in the USN at present. 

Pakistan, Turkey hold joint naval, aerial exercise in North Arabian Sea 

The Turkish and Pakistani navies conducted a bilateral exercise in the North Arabian Sea in order to enhance 

interoperability and contribute to regional maritime security, officials said Saturday. The exercise covered a number of 

areas, including anti-air warfare operations, communication drills, and joint maneuvers by the participating surface 
ships, aircraft, and helicopters from both sides, said a statement by Pakistan's Navy.  

Vice Adm. Zafar Mehmood Abbasi, Pakistan's deputy chief of naval staff (operations), and the Turkish mission 
commander witnessed the exercise on board Turkey's TCG Büyükada, which arrived in Pakistan last Thursday. "The 

flag officers highly appreciated the professional competence of both navies and expressed their satisfaction at the level 

of proficiency displayed during the exercise," the statement said. This bilateral exercise will provide valuable 
opportunities for navies of both countries to learn from each other's experience and refine warfare tactics, it added. 

Turkey's TCG Büyükada is on a goodwill visit to Pakistan. According to Pakistan's Navy, regular exchange visits and 
conducting bilateral exercises are testimony to the trust and cooperation between the two countries. In the same 

context, the Büyükada's current visit will further enhance defense ties and mutual collaboration between the two 
counties in general and the two navies in particular. Source : daily Sabah 

Cybicom helps bolster C3 for SA Navy and CJOPS 
 

Cybicom Atlas Defence, a defence system integrator, has helped 

complete a project to improve the SA Navy’s command, control 

and communications (C3) systems for enhanced offshore security 
awareness.  

 
The system uses the network of coastal stations set up by the 

Institute of Maritime Technology (IMT) for the SA National 
Defence Force (SANDF). One such Maritime Domain Awareness 

Centre is at the Silvermine complex near Simons Town.  

Cybicom said it had worked with the IMT for two years to provide 
a more functional and user friendly C3 system for the SA Navy. 

These will be linked to C3 systems used by the SANDF’s Chief of 
Joint Operations (CJOPS).  

The IMT’s VistaNet system links a centralized server with a 

network of external sensors and data feeds. These include feeds from remote radar, satellites, cameras, optical 
sensors, Automatic Identification Systems, and identification friend or foe (IFF) from aircraft. It is also able to monitor 

the behaviour of ships at sea and can create alarms when suspicion is aroused, all in real time. Cybicom’s work 
included the development of the operator station for viewing the maritime security environment. This allows the easy 

sharing of the tactical picture, the creation of real-time warnings, and easier monitoring of sea traffic. Source : 
defenceWeb 

READER COMMENT 

1. Ref Mauritius MSA - It is as if there is a silent, but very effective will not to have a MPA capability. 

One can but concur. 

2. Ref Graphs of the week: ‘finally getting the Collins class we paid for’ - As the writer of the article from the 

Strategist says: There’s no magic at work here. We’re seeing the result of the disciplined and systematic approach that 
tasks like submarine support require, as well as the deconfliction of a once byzantine network of overlapping 



responsibilities - which had the net effect of leaving no one responsible for what was a national scandal. The now 

methodical approach can be seen in the elegant maintenance schedule for the six boat fleet which was developed by 
the Coles team. - It all comes down to the old adage: “You get what you pay for.” 

3. I did enjoy the comment from your reader on the Mauritius maritime air surveillance capacity …! 

4. Ref Russian Navy to commission fifth diesel-electric submarine Veliky Novgorod - Project 636.3 submarines 

are armed with 18 torpedoes and eight surface-to-air missiles. I wonder what the employment doctrine of this 
modernised Kilo-class sub is given the surface-to-air missiles?   

5. Ref New Navy rule: 'Sailor hats' for women’ Outgoing Navy Secretary Ray Mabus championed these changes 

because he said uniforms should unite the Navy, not divide it by gender - This is a risk we face from ‘4-year term 
politicians’ interfering in established traditions in order to leave their ‘footprints or legacy’.  Invariably all the service 
gets is irritation, confusion and dissatisfaction.    

Another change has nothing to with gender but everything to do with junking a uniform that’s long been 

mocked in the fleet. The blue Navy working uniform known among sailors as “blueberries” or “aquaflage” is going 

away. The blue camouflage pattern was intended to give the Navy a working uniform similar to other branches, such 
as the Marines.  But sailors joked that the blue “camouflage” would only serve to make them hard to find if they fell 

overboard at sea.  The new pattern is a light green or “woodland” pattern. - I still need to hear a convincing argument 
for any camouflage pattern to be worn at sea.  I align myself totally with the sentiment that a blue pattern just makes 
you impossible to find if you end up in the water.  And our AWDs are not much better!  Why do aircrews wear bright 
orange flying suits when operating from ships – but olive green when operating in support of the land forces? 

That is partly why the new combat overalls and dress has luminous yellow stripes. AWD is now largely a 
dress used alongside or ashore 

6. Re gas tanker Galicia Spirit – The comment that the tanks can withstand a hit by an RPG – 7 is a bit much. 
RPG – 7 can penetrate 300m armour plate, whereas the tanks are in the order of 25-50mm. If the tanks are separated 
from the hull by an airspace of 2m plus it should prevent penetration of the tank. However, the heat generated by the 
head off the RPG (explosive mass 1kg) is so little, and for such a short duration that the chance that the  gas will 
BLEVE (Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion). It means that the gas must be heated to the point where the 
resultant overpressure will rupture the tank and gas squirt out to explode the gas must mix with O2, and there must 
be a flame source outside of the tank. If the tank wall is also the hull, and the RPG penetrates it the amount of gas 
escaping is relatively small. It will also be dispersed by the underway air movement and diluted to the point where it is 
inert.  The stories of the ‘oomie’ (uncle or old man in English) blown up in his caravan is much closer. His gas 
supply to the fridge leaks till the fridge flame sets it up. The enclosed space of the caravan ensures a draught proof 
mix, and thus ensure a better explosion due the  build up of pressure 

7. Re DDG 1000 – its displacement is given as 15 500t. A wee bit much? 

Well spotted! Actually 14,564 tons! 

AGS 


